Quick Witch Hat
3 x 260
1 x White Scrap

Variation

*Restrict the first two inches of a skin tone
260 and inflate the balloon to the tip.
Tie the lip. Bend the tip end of the
balloon and make a 5” bubble to
form the witch’s nose.
*Stop the first two inches of the balloon inflating.
One way to do this is to push a the balloon lip and a couple
of inches over the pump nozzle so the balloon inflates beyond.

Continue with a 1½” bubble and a
1” pinch twist.

Make two 4” bubbles. Lock-twist
them together. Position the
pinch-twist on one side of the
lock-twisted bubbles and the
nose and 1 ½” bubble on the
other side.

Inflate the white scrap and make
two ½” bubbles. Wrap them into the
5” nose as shown.

Stretch the 1 ½” bubble and eyes up to the
top of two lock-twisted 4” bubbles and wrap
the eyes in.

Remove the remaining
flesh balloon. Inflate a
black 260 balloon leaving
a 4” tip. Wrap the lip knot
in between the eyes. Make
a 1” bubble followed by a
soft 6” loop.

Position the 6” loop over the 1”
bubble and over the eyes. Make
a soft 8” loop and position this
down to the bottom of the head.

Continue with a soft 4” loop and a
soft 6” loop. Position the smaller
loop to the top and the bigger loop
to the bottom.

Finish the witch’s hat by
making two bubbles with
the remaining inflated length
of balloon. The first bubble
should be bigger than the
second bubble.

Pull the end of the balloon through the
two bottom loops and wrap it into
the pinch twist at the base of
the witch’s face.

Your witch should look like this.

Inflate the remaining black 260 leaving a
1” tip. Find the middle of the balloon and
make a loop to fit the head. The two end
bubbles will be the arms

Twist the arms into the pinch
twist at the base of the face.
Make a black pinch twist
between the arms.

Using the skin tone balloon you removed earlier,
make a loop and a pinch twist x 2 and attach to the
end of the arms to form simple hands.
Draw a face on the witch.
Note that eyebrows that go down to the
middle look more menacing.

This is how your witch should
look.

Here is a little variation. I have just added a body
and taken a loop from the base of the skirt. This
will work as a free standing model too.

Instead of adding the loop and arms at
the base of the head, inflate the black
260 balloon leaving a 4” tip. Make a 5”
arm bubble and wrap it in under the
head. Then make a 1” pinch twist.

To form the skirt, make one 6” bubble
followed by two 2” bubbles and another
6” bubble. Lock twist the 6” bubbles
together.

Continue with a 4” bubble which is twisted
in between the 2” bubbles. Then make a
2” and a 6” bubble. Wrap the 6” bubble
in at the top under the pinch twist.

The remaining length of balloon will be the
second arm. Just adjust the length so it matches
the first arm. Either stop at this point and draw
the face on or add hands or....

Add a loop to the back to make it a wearable.

